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Abstract
Call a map f :Y → X of locales proper if f is a closed map, and the left adjoint f! :CY →
CX to taking inverse images of closed sublocales preserves .ltered in.ma. We show that f is
proper whenever id×f :Z × Y → Z × X is closed for all locales Z . c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 06D99; 18B25; 54C10
In [5] it was shown that the following three characterizations of the notion of proper-
ness (or “propriety”) of a map f :Y → X of locales are equivalent:
(i) f is compact in the topos of sheaves over X ;
(ii) f is a closed map, and the left adjoint f! :CY → CX to taking inverse images
of closed sublocales preserves .ltered in.ma;
(iii) All pullbacks of f are closed.
If the third property is formally weakened to mention only pullbacks along product
projections Z × X → X , one obtains a fourth condition, namely
(iv) id × f :Z × Y → Z × X is closed for all locales Z ,
which corresponds to one of the standard de.nitions [1] of properness for continuous
maps between topological spaces. But, whereas in topology property (iv) is clearly
equivalent to (iii) – any closed continuous mapping remains closed under pullback to
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subspaces – there seems to be no immediate reason for such an equivalence to hold
for maps of locales. The complication is readily explained: what one needs, and gets
for free in the topological case, is preservation under pullback of (certain) epimorphic
images, a property lacking for maps of locales in general, even when pulling back to
sublocales.
Given a pullback
(1)
of f to a sublocale A of X , a glance at the diagram
(2)
in which D is any closed subclocale of Y , shows that h will inherit closedness from f
provided that the induced map f−A∧D→ A∧f[D] in the back pullback is surjective,
that is, provided that the identity
f[f−A ∧ D] = A ∧ f[D] (3)
holds for closed D. When f is closed, direct image f[−] on closed sublocales coincides
with the mapping f!. It is not hard to see that (3) then amounts exactly to h being
closed, together with commutativity of the equivalent diagrams (with notation as in
[5]):
(4)
This is the so-called Beck–Chevalley condition for the pullback (1) which needs
to be satis.ed when f is proper in the sense of any of the .rst three conditions
[5, Proposition 3:4].
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The purpose of this note is to show that the weakened, fourth condition in fact
carries with it a corresponding weakened version of the Beck–Chevalley condition,
which turns out to be enough to imply property (ii). Thus, property (iv) can be used
as a de.nition of properness for maps of locales. By restricting to the case X  1, when
condition (i) coincides with (ii) and (iii) with (iv), we obtain a new (constructive)
proof of the theorem [4,5] stating that a locale K is compact as soon as all projections
Z × K → Z are closed; as explained in [5], the implication (iii) ⇒ (i) for general X
may be deduced from this special case by a topos–theoretic argument.
Let A be any given collection of sublocales of X . The least sub-coframe of the
coframe of sublocales of X containing both CX and A de.nes a cover s : S  X
of X , with CS the generated coframe and s− :CX ,→ CS the inclusion-mapping. The
epimorphism s is characterized by the property of being universal amongst those maps
into X for which members of A become closed under inverse image; moreover, any
closed sublocale of S is the inverse image along s of a unique sublocale of X (explicitly,
itself). We refer to any such map s as a splitting cover of X (the slight extension of
the terminology of [2], where the members of A are required to be open, is introduced
here simply for convenience). Notice that in a pullback
(5)
t is a splitting cover of Y , since it universally forces members of the family f−[A]
of sublocales of Y to become closed in T under inverse image. The following two
lemmas refer to diagram (5).
Lemma 1. If g is surjective; so are all pullbacks of f to members of A.
Proof. Given A ∈A, complete the cube of pullbacks
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in which the downward sloping maps are splitting covers. Since the inclusion B ,→ S
is closed, the pullback k of g to B remains surjective, and surjectivity of h follows.
Lemma 2. Suppose f is closed. Then g is closed only if identity (3) holds for A ∈A
and D ∈ CY . Thus; for arbitrary A ∈ A; the pullback of f to A is closed and
(referring to diagram (1)) Beck–Chevalley condition (4) is satis5ed.
Proof. Let g be closed; then, given any D ∈ CY we construct the commutative diagram
in which C ,→ X is the unique sublocale of X pulling back to the closed image of t−D
under g, and p : D → C exists by the surjectivity of the splitting cover v. It follows
that the back square is a pullback and p is surjective, so that C  f[D]. Thus C is
closed (establishing, incidentally, a Beck–Chevalley condition for the pulback (5), see
also [3, Lemma 6:7]). By Lemma 1, all pullbacks of p along sublocales of C of the
form A∧C; A ∈A are surjective; inspection of diagram (2) shows that this is exactly
what is required to complete the proof.
From a technical point of view, our principal result is the following:
Proposition. Suppose id × f :Z × Y → Z × X is closed for all locales Z . Then the
diagram below commutes for any sublocale-inclusion e :E ,→ Z :
(6)
Proof. Let q :Z ′ → Z be the full splitting cover of Z , universally forcing all sublocales
of Z to become closed under inverse image. Substituting id×f :Z×Y → Z×X for f
and q× id :Z ′×X → Z×X for s in diagram (5) (for A, take the family of sublocales
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of Z × X of the form E × X ), we apply Lemma 2 to obtain commutativity of (6) as
Beck–Chevalley condition for the pullback
As claimed, we can now deduce:
Corollary. If id × f :Z × Y → Z × X is closed for arbitrary Z; then f! :CY → CX
preserves 5ltered in5ma; hence f is a proper map.
Proof. Given the hypothesis, it is enough to show that f∗ preserves suprema over ide-
als of OY . Let Z be the AlexandroH–discrete locale which classi.es ideals of OY , that
is, OZ ≡ Pos〈OY;O1〉, the frame of monotone maps p :OY → O1 (equivalently upsets
of OY ). Given any ideal J⊆OY , let e :E ,→ Z be the point of Z de.ned by J,
that is, e− :p → ∨p[J] ∈ O1. A standard calculation shows that OZ ⊗ OX 
Pos〈OY;OX 〉, and (6) becomes
chasing the identity mapping OY → OY both ways, gives f∗
∨
J=
∨
f∗[J].
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